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Undergraduate Research

Chemistry majors at Cornell have an opportunity to join research
groups as soon as they have completed the required preparatory
coursework. Students spend an average of twenty hours a week
in the lab. In doing so, they get a good look at what real, basic
research involves, carrying out long-term projects under the direct
supervision of a faculty member, working side by side with
graduate students and postdoctoral research associates. Some
have published their work, given poster presentations here and
away from Cornell, or used their findings to write an honors
thesis. Following are brief profiles of three members of the class
of '91 who have done research during the last two years of their
undergraduate careers. All agree that their experience doing
research has prepared them for the discipline, hard work and
tenacity required in real life.

Alisa Alma entered the
undergraduate research
program to see if she
wanted to do chemistry
research full-time
someday. She enjoyed
Quantitative Chemistry as
taught by George
Morrison, and signed up
to work with him during
the summer and fall of

1990. She evaluated the uptake of a boron reagent by cell cultures
using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). Techniques
Alisa mastered include culturing and freeze fracturing cells,
analyzing SIMS images using computer methods, and evaluating
data. Alisa has decided to attend the University of Rochester to
pursue graduate work in public policy, with a concentration in
science and technology. She hopes to make a career analyzing
research policies. Alisa says her experience in the Morrison lab
taught her to be independently responsible for a complex, long-
term research project.

Linda Doerrer was a
• member of Frank

DiSalvo's research group.
She workedwith LiMoN2,
a new, layered ternary
nitride, first studying its
synthesis and purification,
and later concentrating on
deintercalation and
reintercalation reactions.
In her spare time (what

spare time?) she was secretary/treasurer of the Cornell Chemists.
Linda arrived at Cornell thinking she might pursue a biology
major and go to vet school, but two things changed her mind: She
found out she was allergic to cats, and she truly enjoyed her
introductory chemistry course. She decided to do undergraduate
research because it was challenging and interesting, and also to
prepare herself for graduate study in chemistry. She's well
prepared to enter M.I.T. in August.

Ken Bagchi will be attending
graduate school in chemistry at
Stanford University. Asa
member of Atsuo Kuki's
research team, he worked for
some time on peptide synthesis,
and progressed to computer-
based predictions of peptide
conformation. Ken wanted to
know whether he liked doing
research and how research

In groups work, to confirm for
himself that a future in

chemistry was really for him. As a student advisor for three years,
Ken told his advisees to find a good research group and get
involved!



Cornell's First Chemistry Professor
Honored by ACS

The American Chemical Society, at its
201st national meeting in Atlanta, Georgia
in April, issued a cachet in honor of
George C. Caldwell, the thirteenth
president of the society.

Caldwell was the first chairman of the
Department of Chemistry at Cornell, and
was one of the first four faculty
chosen for the young university in
1868. The late Professor A. W.
Laubengayer wrote about Caldwell
in the August 1977 Chemistry
Newsletter. Parts of that article
are reproduced here.

To appreciate the contributions
made by Caldwell, it is well to
consider the very primitive state of
chemistry and the sciences in
America when Ezra Cornell and
Andrew D. White were struggling
to get the University underway in
1867-68. Science, agriculture, and
the mechanic arts (engineering)
were not generally considered
suitable areas to be included in
collegiate curricula. Over ninety-
five percent of the population of the
United States lived in rural areas
and agriculture was the backbone
of the pioneer economy. Chemical
industry was almost non-existent
except for the production of a few
basic materials such as explosives
and fertilizers. Government laboratories
concerned with health problems and
experiment stations were lacking.
Instruction in chemistry, physics and the
biological sciences in colleges was limited
pretty much to elementary lectures in
"natural philosophy," and laboratory
instruction of the simplest kind was a
rarity. Because graduate training in
science was not available, those interested
in chemistry had to go abroad, usually to
Germany, England and France for
advanced study. The faculties of
American colleges and universities were
recruited mainly from the small number of
scholars who received advanced education
in Europe.

Among the first four young professors
brought to Cornell for the inauguration of
instruction in 1868 were two chemists:
George C. Caldwell, professor of
agricultural chemistry, and James Mason
Crafts, professor of general and analytical
chemistry. Crafts had studied with Wurtz
in Paris and at once proceeded to organic

George C. Caldwell

innovative laboratory instruction and to
write a textbook on qualitative analysis.
He left Cornell after two years to go back
to Paris where he collaborated in the
discovery of the famous Friedel-Crafts
reaction. Later, he joined the chemistry
faculty of M.I.T. and finally became
president of that institution.

George Caldwell was to continue at
Cornell for thirty-four years until
retirement in 1902. He was born in
Framingham, Massachusetts, August 14,

1834, and graduated from Harvard in
1855. He went abroad to study European
methods of instruction in agriculture,
spending some time at the famous
Agricultural College of Cirencester,
England. Proceeding to Gtf ttingen, he
studied with Professor WChler and was
awarded his PhD in 1856, presenting a

dissertation on "The Fatty Acids
and the Oleic Acids Series." In
1857, he attended the physics
lectures of Kirchoff at Heidelberg.
Returning to America, Caldwell
was a professor of chemistry at
Antioch College, 1859-62, and
went on to be vice president of the
Agricultural College of
Pennsylvania. Coming to Cornell
when it started, he presided over
the Chemistry Department while it
grew from a small classroom and
laboratory with the original two
professors until it exceeded the
capacity of two large buildings,
with a teaching staff of twenty-one.
Under his guidance and sound
scholarship, Cornell became one of
the leading centers of chemical
education and achievement in the
world.

The physical facilities Caldwell
found at Cornell in 1868 were
discouraging. Ezra's farm was in
the first throes of conversion to the

far flung campus we now know. Heroic
building efforts, pushed vigorously by
Ezra Cornell and partly accomplished by
prospective students, had succeeded in
providing Morrill Hall and the beginnings
of White Hall. These were set in rolling
fields traversed by deep ravines and
muddy roads.

Fortunately, Cascadilla Hall had been built
south of Cascadilla Gorge in 1864 by Ezra
Cornell and associates to establish a water
cure, aiming to make Ithaca a health resort.
The stone for the building was quarried
from Cascadilla Gorge below Central
Avenue Bridge. The water cure project



was abandoned in 1867 and the University
leased the building and afterward
purchased it. In the fall of 1868,
Cascadilla and Morrill Halls had to serve
all the housing needs of the new university.
University offices, dining rooms for
faculty and for students, and a recreation
parlor filled the first floor. The Caldwells
lived, along with President White and
other faculty families, on the second and
third floors. Students occupied the top
floor and their boisterous pranks kept the
place in a continual uproar.

Getting to classrooms in Morrill Hall
insured plenty of rugged exercise.
Descending part way into Cascadilla
Gorge, a muddy path crossed a wooden
bridge, climbed through an apple orchard
and crossed a cow pasture cut by a deep
ravine. Bishop quotes Caldwell as
remembering, "when snow, slush, and mud
alternated with each other in November,
even a professor sometimes forgot his
dignity and slid down the bank, not always
all the way on his feet; the hearty
sympathy bestowed upon such an
unfortunate by student spectators can be
imagined." President White, faculty, and
students customarily wore heavy cavalry
boots.

The first housing for chemistry was a
single long laboratory in the basement of
Morrill, with a desk for Caldwell at one
end, another desk for Crafts at the other.
Ventilation was lacking and other
occupants of the building protested
vigorously of the stenches originating in
the laboratory. Caldwell demanded a
three-tumbler lock for the door to keep
student pranksters from stealing
malodorous chemicals. Caldwell and his

colleagues pled for better facilities
(heartily seconded by the other inhabitants
of Morrill) and, together with physics,
were rewarded by housing in a temporary
wooden building in the center of the
quadrangle. Chemistry later, with physics,
moved to Franklin Hall and finally to a
home of their own in Morse Hall. In the
first year, ten undergraduates and one
graduate student were registered for
chemical degrees. For many years, non-
academic staff was lacking. As late as
1896, Professor CaldwelFs request for a
stenographer for the Chemistry
Department was refused by the Executive
Committee "for fear of initiating a general
policy of furnishing stenographers to heads
of departments."

Caldwell was a pioneer in conceiving
curricula to fit the objectives of Cornell.
Crafts and his successors gave lectures and
laboratory instruction in general and
analytical chemistry. Caldwell developed
courses in agricultural chemistry,
introducing the use of the microscope,
spectroscope, refractometer and
polarimeter, as well as simple gas analysis.
He worked out badly needed analytical
methods for water, foods, soils and
fertilizers. In 1879, he initiated and
became director of the Agriculture
Experiment Station, financed and
administered by Cornell University
without outside aid.

George Caldwell rapidly won high national
and international rank in the chemical
profession. His book on agricultural
chemical analyses in 1869, the first in
English, was at once accepted as an
authority and stimulated active interest in
the field which had been so brilliantly

developed by Liebig in Germany. He was
active on national committees to encourage
the development and standardization of
analytical methods to be applied to
agriculture and industry. In 1883,
Caldwell and his colleague A.A. Breneman
constituted a committee to study the need
for sanitary control of water supplies taken
from unguarded campus springs and Fall
Creek, and of sewage disposal. Their
warnings about the appalling conditions
responsible for frequent deaths were
largely ignored until a terrible typhoid
epidemic in the early 1900's forced
corrective measures. Caldwell instituted
innovative courses in water analysis and
sanitary chemistry which were continued
in the Chemistry Department until the
1930's when they were transferred to other
colleges in the University. In the late
1880's he completed an enormous amount
of work for the New York State
Departments of Health and Agriculture, for
at the time there were no state laboratories
for the control of foods, beverages, drugs,
water, and sanitation. In 1892, he was
elected president of the American
Chemical Society.

CaldwelFs contributions to the building of
Cornell University went far beyond the
establishment of the sciences as respected
areas for university education and graduate
studies. A tireless worker, insisting on
thoroughness in detail, his sound judgment
on university policies was widely sought
by administration and faculty. He was
active in the social life of campus and
town. He was an outstanding example of
Andrew D. White's amazing success in
recruiting faculty for the new university.
Cornell was indeed fortunate to have this
talented and loyal man on its initial faculty.

Morrill Hall, far left; temporary wooden chemistry laboratory, far right
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Department News
Faculty News

Professor Francis J. DiSalvo has been
elected to the National Academy of
Sciences. DiSalvo was elected to the
academy "for his synthesis and pioneering
studies of novel materials, including the
discovery of charge density waves." The
academy said DiSalvo's work has led to a
deeper understanding of superconductivity
and to new classes of electrical storage
cells.

Assistant Professor Roger Loring has
received a Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar
Award for 1991. Loring is one of twelve
young chemists and chemical engineers
chosen nationally to receive the award
based on "clear indication of continuing
excellence in research and teaching."
Loring was named a Sloan Research
Fellow in 1990. His research focuses on
the development of theoretical descriptions
of electronic and vibrational dynamics in
molecular liquids and solids.

Cornell professors Jerrold Meinwald and
Thomas Eisner received the 1991 Esselen
Award for Chemistry in the Public Interest
at a recent ceremony at Harvard
University. The two researchers are well
known for their pioneering work in what is
now called "chemical ecology." Recently
they spearheaded efforts to identify
potentially useful chemicals in both plants
and insects before the species disappear. In
March 1990 they shared the Tyler Prize
for Environmental Achievement

The Esselen Award, administered by the
ACS Northeastern Section, was
established in 1985 to honor Gustavus J.
Esselen II, founder of the Esselen
Research Corporation and a former
chairman of the Northeastern Section. It is
presented annually to chemists whose
research contributes to the public well-
being, communicating the positive values
of the chemical profession.

Du Pont and Mobil Grants

The Department of Chemistry received an
unrestricted award of $22,000 from
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company as
part of that company's $106,000
Educational Aid Program grant to Cornell
University for 1991-92.

The Department of Chemistry also
received $10,000 from Mobil Corporation
for a graduate fellowship. The award was
part of a $105,000 gift to the University
which was shared among several
departments.

Reunion Open House

The annual Reunion Open House will
take place in Room 125 Baker
Laboratory on Friday, June 7,1991
from 1:30 to 4:00 p.m. Faculty
members will host the occasion, which
will feature displays of memorabilia.
Please stop by and visit with us!

Richard Evans Prize

Richard Evans
was a caring and
competent teacher
whose service to
the students as a
mentor was
paramount in his
work.

Dick joined the Department of Chemistry
as a teaching associate in August, 1980,
and taught General Chemistry to under-
graduates at Cornell until his death in
November, 1990.

The Department of Chemistry has created
a prize to honor the memory of our good
friend and colleague, and to recognize
those teaching associates who, like Dick,
exemplify the very highest standards of
teaching.

This spring Harriet Smithline was
awarded the first "Richard Evans Prize for
Excellence in Teaching for Teaching
Associates in the Department of
Chemistry."

Harriet received a B.S. from Cornell in
1971 with a major in Genetics and
Development She remembers well her
chemistry classes under Professors
Burlitch, Hoffmann, Miller, Scheraga,
Albrecht and Fisher. Like many others, she
decided she liked Ithaca so much she
remained and raised two children here. In
1975 she received her M.A.T. certification
in secondary chemistry, biology, and
general science.

She first taught introductory laboratories in
the Department of Chemistry with Dick
Evans in 1985-86, and then taught
secondary science and math in the Ithaca
City Schools.

Harriet returned to the Department in
August, 1990, to teach Chem 207/208 labs,
and will be on hand this summer to teach
Pre-Freshman Summer Program
Chemistry.

Her 207 students commented that "Mrs.
Smithline writes clearly, explains well, is
always willing to help...she's SUPER." It's
clear that Harriet has the extra something
that makes her a very special teacher.



Graduate Student Prizes

Left to right: Y.T. Wong, P. Rauch, Y. Zheng and
Professor D.Zax

Wentink Symposium

Paul Rauch, Yat-Ting Wong, and Yi Zheng received Tunis
Wentink Prizes at a special symposium on March 12, during
which the three graduate students, all in their fifth year of
study, gave brief talks on their research projects. The Tunis
Wentink Prize is awarded to graduate students who have
distinguished themselves both academically and in the quality
and quantity of their research. Tunis Wentink, Jr., PhD '54,
established the prize "in gratitude for the opportunity to earn an
advanced degree at Cornell." A physical chemist, Wentink was a
member of the faculty at the University of Alaska at Fairbanks.
He died in April 1989.

Wachter Prize

The 1991 Howard Neal Wachter Memorial Prize was awarded to
Sanghyuk Lee, a graduate student completing his third year of
study with Professor Jack Freed. The prize is given in
recognition of outstanding work in physical chemistry. Howard
Neal Wachter was a graduate student here in the early 1970's.
His family established the prize as a memorial after his death
from cancer in 1975.

Mattin Fellowship

Nathan Siemers, a graduate student in John McMurry's
research group, was awarded the Harry E. Mattin Fellowship
in Organic Chemistry for Spring 1991. The award was
established by Harry E. Mattin, who received a bachelor's
degree in chemistry from Cornell in 1918 and went on to found
Mearl Corporation, a manufacturer of pearlescent pigments
used in automobile finishes and nail polish. He died in June,
1988 at the age of 92.

DuPont Teaching Prizes

The 1991 DuPont Teaching Prizes were awarded during a
General Chemistry Colloquium on April 11. The prizes are
given to outstanding teaching assistants who help to maintain the
excellence of the department's undergraduate instructional
program. This year's winners were Jordan Bennett, Angela
Glisan, Wayne Schultz and Larry Springsteen, all in their first
year of graduate study; Donna Taylor, in her second year; and
Adil Dhalla and Tom Peterson, both in their fourth year of
study.

mmsm
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Left to right: A. Dhalla, A. Glisan, J. Bennett, T. Peterson.
Not pictured: W. Schultz, D. Taylor, andL. Springsteen



Alumni News
Julian M. Aroesty, AB '53, is a clinical
associate professor of medicine at Harvard
Medical School and is Chief of Clinical
Cardiology at Beth Israel Hospital in
Boston, Massachusetts.

Donald J. Burton, PhD '61, was
presented the Midwest Award by the ACS
St. Louis Section in February. The award
is given to encourage public recognition of
outstanding achievements in chemistry in
the Midwest area. Burton is the Roy
Carver/Ralph Shriner Professor of
Chemistry at the University of Iowa. His
research includes the synthesis and study
of functionalized fluorocarbon and other
polyhalogen-containing molecules, and the
discovery and development of new classes
of ylides and organometallic chemical
reagents.

Robert "Bob" Chin, AB '80, is with
Systems & Processes Engineering
Corporation in Austin, Texas.

Marilyn E. Jacox, PhD '56, recently
received the 1990 Hillebrand Prize from
the Chemical Society of Washington, D.C.
Jacox is a Fellow at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology, where she
conducts research on the vibrational and
electronic spectra of free radicals,
extending the technique to studies of the
spectra of molecular ions.

George A. Kline, PhD '73, now resides in
Merion, Pennsylvania and is employed at
Enthone-Omi, Inc. in Connecticut.

Peter Tipton, AB '83, is now an assistant
professor of biochemistry at the University
of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri.

Deaths

Ira Erickson, Grad '30-'32, February 15,
1991 in Lewiston, Idaho.

Jean Gold, widow of Victor Gold,
January 6, 1991 in London, England.

F. R. "Flood" Newman, AB '12,
October 10,1990 in Medina, Ohio.

James P. Holmquist, MS '47,
September 27, 1990 in Birmingham,
Alabama

The Society of Cornell Chemists asks you to support the cost of printing
and mailing this Newsletter with your voluntary, annual dues of $10.
Make your 1991 check payable to "Cornell Chemistry" and mail it to

The Society of Cornell Chemists, G-03 Baker Laboratory, Department
of Chemistry, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853-1301.

Our mystery picture drew responses from Charlene Cox (nee Bailey)AB '52, Hugh K. Clark PhD '43, Gilbert Gavlin PhD '48, Richard
Hagen PhD '49, J. Lee Hollowell AB '42, Charles J. Kentler PhD '48, Walter McCrone PhD '42, Ralph Miegel PhD '48, Robert J.
Schatz PhD '42, and Christian Sporck AB '42, PhD '46.

(1) Still a mystery, (2) Gordon Finlay PhD '42, (3) Harry Sykes PhD '43, (4) Ed Heiderick PhD '51, (5) George Condike PhD '43,
(6) Hugh Clark PhD '43, (7) James Robertson PhD '44, (8) Frank Hamm PhD '43, (9) Martin Edward Smith AB '41,
(10) Floyd Green PhD '42, (11) George Polzer MS '40,
(12) John Whitney PhD'45



Chemistry Alumni and Friends Survey
Spring 1991

Please help us maintain an accurate, up-to-date mailing list by
filling out this survey, tear it out, and mail it back to us.

Name and Address:

(If alumnus)
Year of Graduation
From Cornell: Degree(s):

Faculty Advisor in Chemistry:

Degrees received since leaving Cornell:

(If not alumnus)
Affiliation with Cornell Chemistry:

Employer
Please include
company name
and your title.

Do you prefer to receive the Cornell Chemistry Newsletter
a) at home or b) at your business address?

By which of the following titles do you prefer to be addressed? (Please circle)

Dr. Ms. Mr. Mrs. Miss none

What do you like most about the newsletter?

What do you like least about the newsletter?

Professional/personal news for inclusion in the next Newsletter



A Letter from the Editor

We publish this newsletter in ordef to accomplish several goals, one of which is to
inform alumni and Mends about our teaching and research. But it is clear that there's
nothing quite like "hands-on" experience to help you identify more closely with current
activities in the department, so we decided to test a new idea. We invited a small
number of alumni and Mends to be students once again, at our first "Chemistry Day."

Response was great. Replies indicated that people liked the idea of sitting in on actual
classes, getting to talk with professors in small group sessions, and having lunch with
undergraduates who talk about their study of chemistry and their plans for the future.
But turnout was small: Only four people came to the event on April 8th. However,
those who came had a wonderful time, and we learned a few things: First of all, don't
have Chemistry Day on a Monday! Second, the undergraduates like talking with alumni
just as much as alumni like talking with them.

We're going to have another Chemistry Day in the Fall of 1992, on a Friday, so you can
stay the weekend in beautiful Ithaca and do some leaf-peeping, if you wish. Meanwhile,
please send me your ideas about what you'd like to see and do that day.

Donna Middleton

Cornell Chemistry is published by the Department of Chemistry at Cornell University.
Jon Clardy, Chair; Earl Peters, Executive Director

Donna Middleton, Editor; Kelly Strickland, Editorial Assistant
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